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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Physical education,

in its most general term,

education by means of physical activities.

is

The ultimate

aim of physical education is to so develop and educate the
individual through physical activities that he will realize
his maximum capacities, both physically and mentally.
Physical education no longer means a program for physical
development alone.
method of education.

It has now come to be regarded as a
In order to have the maximum value,

this method of education must be started when the child
first enters elementary school.
TheNeed for Physical Education — It is apparent to
everyone who comes in contact with the child of elementary
school age that he has a boundless urge for physical
activity - running, jumping, throwing,
and climbing.

skipping, twisting,

It has been estimated that children must

have from four and one half to six hours dally of strenuous
exercise for desirable growth.

Through this daily exercise,

the organs are developed and endurance is thus built.^
Those who guide the child - parents, teachers, and
others - should give the child the opportunity for this
needed exercise.

They have the obligation to see that the

child gets the four or five hours of aotivity he needs each

Education.Ln3a^le> D*’ ^^ance ot ghildren Through Phyalmn

day.

Not all of this need be organized physical activity.

The school through dally periods of physical education,
noon hour activity, recess periods and supervised afterschool play can do its share in providing time during the
school day.

The community through club activities, church

events, and camping helps to complete the activity require¬
ments.

While informal play is important for total growth,

the role of the school in providing organized play can not
be under©raphasized.2
ObjectIves of Physical Education — After reviewing
several textbooks on physical education, it has become
apparent to the writer that there is general agreement
regarding objectives for physical education.

The following

four general objectives are usually listed:
1.

Development of organic vitality.

2.

Development of many specific neuro-muscular
skills in physical education activities.

3.

Development of proper habits and attitudes
towards physical activities.

4.

Establishment of desirable habits of conduct.^

(2) -__ Physical Education For Children of
Elementary School Age. A Report of the National Conference
on Physical Education for Children of Elementary School Age,
p. 11.
(3)
Nellaon and Van Hagen, Physical Education for
Elementary Schools, p. 6.

-

Obviously,

4
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the development of habits and skills is the

core of the program, but since physical education strives
for the development of the whole child, not alone his
muscles, knowledges and understandings, attitudes and
appreciations are of vital importance to the total growth
of the child.
HA11 of these objectives must be kept constantly in
the mind of the teacher,

if the physical education program

is to be truly a phase of education and not merely an
“exercise period.
Reasons for Interest in the Problem — The program of
physical education offered in the elementary schools today
is important.

It is in these lower grades that the basic

fundamentals of learning are established.

For a well-rounded

education, physical, social, and emotional development are
needed as well as mental development.
The writer is a graduate of Springfield College with a
degree in physical education, and through work in summer
camps, playgrounds, and social agencies he has become inter¬
ested in physical education at the elementary school level.
The writer intends to teach physical education in the future,
and it was felt that a problem dealing with this subject
would be both interesting and worthwhile and give the writer

- 5 a better understanding of how the program is being conducted
in the public schools.
^ith this in mind, this study was concerned with a
survey of physical education in the elementary schools of
Hampshire County, Massachusetts which is a fairly typical
New England county.

)

'

.1-'

CHAPTER II
OUTLINE OF PROCEDURE
Ihis problem Is concerned with an attempt to discover
uhe present status of physical education in the elementary
scnoola of Hampshire County, Massachusetts and to evaluate
the programs,
.Statement of Problem — A survey and evaluation of
physical education in the elementary schools of Hampshire
County, Massachusetts,
It was felt that a satisfactory picture of the programs
of physical education in the public schools of Hampshire
County might be gained by a study of the following items:
the program of activities; organization and administration
of the program; facilities for the program and health as¬
pects.
Sources of Data — A map of Massachusetts,

supplied by

the extension Service of the University of Massachusetts,
revealed the fact that Hampshire County is made up of
nineteen towns and one city.
ing page as Figure 1.

The map appears on the follow¬

A brief description of the County

will be found in Chapter III.
Mr. Llewellyn L. Derby of the Physical Education Depart¬
ment of the University of Massachusetts furnished the writer
with the information that there were fifty-one elementary
sohools in the County.

Table I shows the number of schools

in each town and the number of schools surveyed in the study.

Map of Massachusetts Showing Hampshire County Towns
Involved in Survey

Table I
Number of Schools and Number of Schools Surveyed

Towns

Number of Schools

Schools Surveyed

A

6

6

B

3

3

0

1

1

D

1

1

E

3

3

F

1

1

a

1

1

H

3

3

I

2

2

J

1

1

X

2

2

L

11

11

M

2

2

N

1

1

0

1

1

P

5

3

a

3

1

R

1

1

S

2

1

T

1

0

51

45

Total

10
It can be seen from Table I that the number of schools
in each town varies from one to eleven.

It can also be seen

from Table I that of the total number of fifty-one schools
in the County forty-five are included in this study.

All of

the schools were approached, but for reasons unknown to the
writer,

six did not respond.

Development of Criteria — In an attempt to approach
the problem in a logical manner, it is felt that the best
method will be to establish a list of criteria for the ideal
elementary school physical ecucation program.

From these

criteria questionnaires will be drawn up and sent to the
schools in the County.
After reviewing textbooks on physical education,

inter¬

viewing experts in the field, and consulting studies on phy¬
sical education, the list of criteria will be established.
Materiala and Subjects — In the course of constructing
this survey, the writer will come in contact with many differ¬
ent people in the educational profession.

The writer is

especially Indebted to Llewellyn L. Derby, Physical Education
Department of the University of Massachusetts, Stanley Salwak,
Physical Education Department of the University of Massachu¬
setts and to Mr. Charles F. Oliver, Education Department of
the University of Massachusetts for their suggestions regard¬
ing this study.

Others aiding in this study are the superin¬

tendents, principals, and physical education supervisors of the

-
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elementary school In Hampshire County.
in the course of this study, the writer will use criteria
for an Ideal physical education program taken from several
books,

studies of elementary school physical education and

interviews with experts on physical education.

Questionnaires

drawn up by the writer will be used as a means of gathering
the necessary data.
£L§..Q®ral Procedure — Considering the nature of the
proDiem and the various phases to be investigated, the writer
will approach the problem using the following procedure:
.

1

Criteria for an ideal physical education pro¬
gram will be established from books, physical
education studies, and interviews with experts
in the field.

These will be explained more

fully in Chapter IV.
.

2

Questionnaires based on the criteria previously
established will be drawn up by the writer.
ihe questionnaires will then be distributed t©
all the elementary schools in the County.

A

copy of the questionnaire will be included in
the Appendix.

3*

After receiving all the Information needed to
make the study complete, the data will be
analyzed and the present status of physical
education in the elementary schools of Hampshire

12

-

County will be evaluated.

4.

From these results the writer will Indicate
possible recommendations for improving the
various programs in the County.

■distribution of

questionnaires — Before the

nairea were mailed out,

.uestion-

it seemed advisable to secure the

permission of the superintendents of schools for carrying
out the survey, and this was accomplished by a personal
telephone call to each superintendent involved.

All ex-

pres eh a willingness to cooperate.
Questionnaires were then mailed out to the principals
of thirty-two schools in the County.

The information from

the remaining nineteen schools was gathered by means of per¬
sonal interviews with the physical education supervisors of
the various schools.
Alter follow—up letters and personal visits to the
schools, forty-five of the fifty-one questionnaires were
returned.

This is approximately eighty-eight percent, which

is considered high for this type of inquiry.
The criteria used for constructing this questionnaire
and the results of this study are found in the following
chapters.

CHAPTER III
A BRIEF LOOK AT HAMPSHIRE COUNTY

CHAPTER III
A BRIEF LOOK AT HAMPSHIRE COUNTY
Before actually beginning this study, it was felt that
a brief look at the background of Hampshire County would be
worthwhile.

For this reason the following chapter is con¬

cerned with a short description of Hampshire County, Mass¬
achusetts.
Location — Hampshire County is located in the central
western part of the State and is nearly equally divided by
the Connecticut River which runs down through Hadley and
Northampton.

The land near the river is flat, but a short

distance from the river banks the land becomes hilly and
wooded, particularly to the west.
Population — The population of the County is relatively
small compared to some of the other Counties in the State.
This can easily be seen from the fact that there is only one
city, and that a small one, in the entire County,

The

remainder of the County is composed of nineteen towns, many
under five hundred in population.

The population of the

County by towns is shown in Table II on the following page.
As can be seen from Table II, Hampshire County is not a
densely populated area.

The one city in the County is only

slightly less than twenty-five thousand.
considered in the big city class.

This can hardly be

Only four of the nineteen

towns have a population of over seven thousand.
are below the two thousand class.

Eleven towns

15 Table II

Population of Hampshire County

Towns
A
B
G
D
E
F
Or

H
I
J
K

L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
Total

Population
7,089
3,769
375
532
10,578
278
1.143
2,606
2,188
1,242
226
24,977
512
224
7,352
1,102
7,578
413
1,828
-163
74,375

\

- 16 Agriculture — Because of the nature of the land,
most Important single business Is agriculture.

the

Near the

river, where the land is flat and fertile, tobacco, onions,
potatoes and market garden crops are grown in quantity,
iiway from the river, and where the land becomes hilly, dairy
farming is prominent.

Milk, eggs and poultry are the chief

products of these sections.
In addition to tobacco, vegetable and dairy farming,
fruit farming is prominent throughout the County.

Fruit

orchards, mainly apples, are numerous both near the river
banks and in the hill country.
Industry — Hampshire County has no large single industry,
however, it does support several small diversified industries.
Because of the river and the resultant water power, many of
these small factories and mills are found on or near the
river banks.

Among the biggest are dye and finishing mills,

a cutlery factory, a large plastics factory producing brushes
and combs, textile mills, and a tin works factory.
Until twenty-five years ago Hampshire County had several
textile mills producing both cotton and woolen materials.
After the depression, many of these mills moved to the South
because of the cheaper labor to be found there.

Several of

these towns, however, were successful in bringing in smaller,
diversified industries to replace the lost textile mills.
present many of these mills produce shirts and other such
finished products.

At

- 17 litEducation — In addition to agriculture and
Industry, Hampshire County is noted for its famous colleges
and universities.

The state supported,

University of

achusetts is located here along with Amherst College,
College and Mount Holyoke College,
schools in the country.

Mass¬
Smith

one of the oldest girls

CHAPTER IV
CRITERIA FOR THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

CHAPTER IV
CRITERIA FOR THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
In order to evaluate the results of the questionnaires,
and before the physical education programs of the forty-five
schools could be rated, it was necessary to set up standards,
or criteria, that would be generally recognized as valid,
with this in mind the writer did a rather extensive review
of literature regarding physical education programs and
their organization and administration.
Sources of Information — After reviewing several text
books and studies, It was decided to use the three listed
below as a basis for establishing the criteria.
1.

American Association of School Administrators.
Health In Schools.
ington, D. G.:

Twentieth Yearbook,

Wash¬

National Education Association.

Revised edition, 1951*

pp. 477.

This book was written by the Commission on Health In
Schools sponsored by the American Association of School
Administrators.

The Commission was composed of many individ¬

uals and agencies concerned with education, public health,
and physical education and safety.

The original book, written

in 1942, was revised and brought up to date by the Commission
in 1951.
2.

LaPorte, William Ralph.

The Physical Education

-Curriculum (A National Program).
(Revised).
1951.

Los Angles:

pp. 92.

Fifth edition

Parker and Company.

This book, compiled by William Ralph LaPorte, la the
result of twenty-three years of research by The Committee
on Curriculum Research ©f the College Physical Education
Association.

The Committee was assisted by hundreds of

representative physical education supervisors throughout
the United States.

The book contains what many experts

believe to be the best set of standards for a sound educa¬
tional program of physical activity that is available today.
3.

_.

Reprint of Sections on Physical

Education and Health of MA Curriculum Guide
For Primary Grade Teachers."

Bulletin

issued by the Massachusetts Department of
Education,

pp. 118.

This third source of the criteria is a section of the
Curriculum Guide For Primary Teachers issued by the Mass¬
achusetts Department of Education,
Criteria for Program of Activities — In order to give
a complete picture of the recommended program of activities
for the elementary school, the program has been broken down
into the primary level (Grades 1-3) and the intermediate
level (Grades 4-6).

The recommended program of activities'

for the primary level is shown in Table III.

The *cime allot

ments indicated in percentages are approximate, merely to
indicate the relative importance.

-
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table III
The Recommended Program of Activities For the Primary
Level (Grades 1 - 3)

Rhythmical Activities

25$

Fundamental Rhythms

20$

Hunting Games

20$

Relays

^

Stunts and Self Testing Activities

10$

Athletic Games of Low Organization

10$

It can be seen from Table III that approximately one
quarter of the recommended program should be given over to
rhythmical activities.

Included in this category are such

well known children dances as Farmer in the Dell, Looby Loo,
Mulberry Bush, and many others.
hopping,

Fundamental rhythms, walking,

skipping, and others are alloted twenty percent of

the program as are hunting games, better known as tag games.
Relay races,

stunts, and athletic games of low organization

are alloted only a total of thirty-five percent of the pro¬
gram for children of this young age.
The recommended program of activities for the inter¬
mediate level (Grades 4-6) is shown in Table XV.

22
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Table IV

The Recommended Program of Activities For the Intermediate
Level (Grades 4-6)
Activity

Time Allotment

Rhythmical Activities

302

Athletic Games of Low Organization

252

Hunting Games

152

Individual Self Testing Athletic Events

102

Relays

io2

Tumbling Stunts

io2

It can be seen from Table IV that thirty percent of the
recommended program for the Intermediate level should be
given over to rhythmical activities.

Included in thle cate¬

gory are folk, square, and social dancing as well as the
basic fundamental rhythms suoh as walking, skipping and
hopping.

The time alloted for rhythmical activities for the

Intermediate level Is shorter than that alloted for the
primary level.

This oan be explained by the fact that more

time Is given over to the more active type of program as the
children grow older.
Athletic games of low organization suoh as simple basket¬
ball, soocer, and volleyball type games are alloted twentyfive percent of the program time for the intermediate level. The

time allotment for hunting games such as Club Snatch, Duck
on a Rock, and Prisoner's Base is fifteen percent.

Relays,

tumbling stunts, and Individual self testing athletic events
euch as batting for accuracy, kicking for distance, high
jumping and broad jumping are each alloted ten percent of
the total program for the Intermediate level.
Criteria for Organisation and Administrating

The

following statements are listed as the criteria for organlz'

n<* a<3ministering the elementary school physical eduea-

tion program.
1.

A Course of Study or a planned detailed program In
physical education should be available In each
school.

2.

Class instruction in physical education should be on
the basis of a daily period.

3.

A minimum of twenty minutes dally (exclusive of
recess periods) should be devoted to physical
education.
Physloal eduoatlon classes should not exceed fortyfive in enrollment.

5.

If physical education Is taught by the regular
classroom teacher, he or she should have had special
training courses In health and physloal education
activities.

A specially trained physical education

supervisor should be assigned to one or more schools,

- 24 6.

Interaohool competition is not recommended in the
elementary school.

7.

«ell organized play days or sports days are recom¬
mended to take tn© place of interschool competition.

Cgl^ria for Facilities — The following are the criterla for the elementary school physical education facilities.
1.

xhe elementary school should have either a small
gymnasium or a play room or all purpose room.
In many schools this need can be fulfilled by a
combination gymnasium-auditorium and in a few cases
the gymnasium, auditorium and cafeteria can be com¬
bined.

Either of these plans is practicable if

properly scheduled and handled.
2.

Elementary schools should have access to outside
play areas.

Standards of area will vary according

to the size of the school.

As a general rule, how¬

ever, a minimum of four to seven acres is recommended.
3.

Play areas should be as level and as free from dust
as possible.

A combination grass and hard surface

area is recommended for elementary schools.
4.

Play areas should not be near the street.

If they

are, they should be fenced off to avoid traffic
accidents.
Criteria for Health — The following statements are
listed as the criteria for health as it pertains to physical
education in the elementary schools.

- 25 1.

A health examination should be provided and requir¬
ed of every student at least onoe in each school
level, viz., upon entrance to the primary grades
and the Intermediate grades.

If at all possible it

should be given annually,
2.

The health examination should be given by the school
medical staff or by the family physician.

3.

The examination should Include at least the follow¬
ing items;
a.

heart

b.

lungs

o.

vision

d.

hearing

e.

teeth

f.

nose and throat

g.

nutrition

h.

skin

i.

feet

J.

spinal deviation

k.

height and weight

.

.

4

l

general posture

m.

hernia

Students who are physically unable

participate

in vigorous activity should be encouraged to parti¬
cipate in those activities within the range of their

-
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capacity as indicated by the diagnosis of the
physician in charge.

In some cases, students should

be permitted limited participation while other
students £iould be restricted to quiet, restful games
and activities.

If possible, all restricted and

remedial cases should be scheduled for one class.

CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

f
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CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Development of a Rating Plan — In order to evaluate
and interpret the results of the questionnaire, it was
necessary to set up a scoring plan by which the various
Items appearing on the questionnaire might be rated.

It

was decided to use the Health and Physical Education Score
Card For Elementary Schools that is included in the book,
The Physical Education Curriculum (A National Program)^ as
a basis for the scoring plan.

The standards presented in

this score card are based on twenty-three years of study by
the Committee on Curriculum Research of the College Physical
Education Association.

As mentioned above, this score card

was used as a basis for the scoring plan, however, minor
changes were made by the writer so that the score card would
conform with the items In the questionnaire.
All items were scored with the previously established
criteria in mind.

The remaining part ©f this chapter shows

the results of this rating for the various categories used
in the questionnaire.
Program of Activities — In the questionnaire, questions
were asked regarding two phases of this subject.

These

phases were:
/

A.

Program of activities for the primary level (grades

(1) LaPorte, W.R., The Physloal Education Curriculum
(A National Program), pp. 64-70V

- 29 1-3).

The person filling out the questionnaire

was asked to indicate the approximate emphasis
placed on the following activities:
a*

Rhythmical activities,

b. Fundamental rhythms,

B.

o.

Hunting games.

d.

Relays.

e.

Stunts and self testing activities.

f.

Athletic games of low organization.

Program of activities for the intermediate level
(grades 4-6).

The person filling out the question¬

naire was asked to indicate the approximate em¬
phasis placed on the following activities:
a.

Rhythmical activities.

b.

Athletic games of low organization.

c.

Hunting games.

d.

Individual self-testing athletic events

e.

Relays.

f.

Tumbling stunts.

In the rating of these phases the following scoring was
used:
6 - Five or six activities included in the program.
4 - Four activities Included in the program.
2 - Three activities included in the program.
1 - Less than three activities included in the program.
0 ** No organized program in physical education.

Table V shows the results of the rating of the two
levels of the program of activities for the schools which
were surveyed.

UMA..Y.
The Results of the Rating of the Program of Activities
for the Various Schools

Levels

Rating
2

6

4

Primary

22

5

1

2

Intermediate

i?

5

4

4

0

1

9

Table V shows only forty-four schools listed at the
primary level and thirty-nine listed at the intermediate
level.

In all forty-five schools were surveyed, however,

one school did not contain any of the primary grades (1-3)
and six schools did not contain any of the intermediate grade
(4-6).
From Table V it is evident that of those schools that
do offer a program of physical education, the program is
varied and of high standard.

This can be seen by the fact

that twenty-two of the schools at the primary level and
seventeen of the schools at the intermediate level offer
at least five or six different types of activities.

Five of

the schools at each level offer at least four different types

- 31 °f activities.

There is, however, a definite weakness in

3o:ne schools as evidence by the fact that fourteen schools
at tne primary level and nine schools at the Intermediate
level offer no organized physical education program.

In

these schools the recess periods are the only opportunities
for physical activity, and, while in some cases the pupils
are supervised during this time, no attempt Is made at or¬
ganized activity or instruction.
Qg^anlzatlon and Administration — The questions regard¬
ing organization and administration were divided into seven
phases.

These phases were:

A. Availability of a Course of Study or a planned de¬
tailed program.
B. Humber of physical education periods per week.
C. Length of each physical education period.
D. Size of the physical education classes.
E. Provision for instruction of the physical education
classes.
P. Approval of interachool competition.

Or.

Provision for play days ©r sports days with other
schools.

In the rating of these phases the following scoring plan
was used:
A. Course of Study
3 - A Course of Study or a planned detailed program
is available in the school.

- 32 0 - No Course of Study or planned detailed program
is available in the school.
B. Periods per week.
6 - A daily physical education period is required
of all pupils.
4 - Physical education is required either three or
four periods per week.
2 «- Physical education is required either one or
two periods per week.
0 - No physical education periods are provided for
in the school.
C. Length of period.
3 - Each physical education period is at least
.

twenty minutes or more in length.
0 - Physical education periods are less than twenty
minutes in length or no physical education
periods are provided for in the school.
D. Size of classes.
3 - Physical education classes do not exceed fortyfive in enrollment.
0 - Physical education classes have an enrollment of
over forty-five or no classes are provided for
in the school.
E. Class instruction.
6 - Specially trained physical education supervisors
teach the classes or work together with the class

- 33 room teachers as instructors.
3 •

^*he classes are taught by the regular classroom
teacher, but the teachers have taken special
training in physical education or have other
qualifications.

0 -

Classes are taught by the regular classroom
teacher who has had n© training for the work or
no classes are provided for.

F. Interschool competition.
3 **

Interschool competition is not approved.

0 -

Interschool competition is approved.

G. Play days.
3 *

Provision is made for play days with other schools.

0 -

No provision is made for play days.

Table VI shows the results of the rating of the seven
phases of organization and administration for the schools in¬
cluded in this study.
As can be seen from Table VI on the following page, only
eighteen schools of the total forty-five surveyed have a
Course of Study or a planned detailed program in physical
education available in the school.

Although the Massachusetts

Department of Education puts out an excellent Course ©f Study
in physical education, it appears that either the majority
of the schools are not aware of that fact or they do not wish
to make use of it.

-
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Table VI
^iib

Results of the Rating of Seven Phases of

Organization and Administration for the Various Schools

Phases

Rating
6

4

3

Course of Study

-

-

18

Periods per week

1

0

Length of Period

-

-

Size of Classes

-

2

0

2?
30

14

31

14

30

15

Instruction

27

-

1

17

Competition

-

-

28

17

Play days

—

-

13

32

One of the outstanding weaknesses of elementary physical
education in Hampshire County seems to be the number of per¬
iods required each week.

It is recommended that physical

education be given on a daily basis, yet only one school
satisfies this criterion.

Thirty schools offer physical

education once or twice weekly while fourteen schools have
no organized program what-so-ever.

Of the schools that a©

have an organized program, all satisfy the criterion of twenty
minutes for each period, and all but one have classes of less
than forty-five in enrollment.
Regarding the question of Instruction, it is heartening
to note that of the thirty-one schools offering physical

- 35 education twenty-eight have trained personnel working with
the program, and in only three schools Is the Instruction
given by personnel with n© particular qualifications.
Also, from Table VI it may be noted that seventeen
schools approve inter-school competition on the elementary
school level while only thirteen schools make provision for
play days with other schools.

Ae inter-school competition

is not recommended, it would appear as though these seventeen
schools would do well to concentrate their efforts on play
days and postpone inter-school competition to the higher
grades.
On the whole, it appears that the organization and
administration in the thirty-one schools that do offer a
\

physical education program is of a fairly high standard.
The outstanding weakness, however, is in the fact that four¬
teen of the schools surveyed do not offer physical education
at all, and in rating the County as a whole this will, un¬
doubtedly, be an important factor.
Facilities — The questions regarding* facilities were
divided into five phases.

These phases were:

A.

Indoor facilities.

B.

Outdoor play area.

C.

Size of the play area.

D.

Surface of the play area.

E.

Protection of the play area.

In the rating of these phases the following scoring
plan was used:

- 36 A.

Indoor facilities.
3 - A gymnasium, a combined gymnasium and auditorium,
a combined gymnasium and cafeteria, or an all¬
purpose room is included in the school.
0 - None of the above is provided for in the school.
Classrooms are the only facilities available for
physical education.

3.

Outdoor play area.
3 — The school has access to an outdoor play area.
0 - No outdoor play area is available to the school.

C.

Size of the play area.
3 - The outdoor play area is from four to seven
acres in size.
1 - The outdoor play area is from one to three acres
in size.
0 - The outdoor play area is less than one acre in
size.

3.

Surface of the play area.
3 — ihe play area is, at least in part, hard-surfaced.
1 - The play area has a combination dirt and grass
surface.
0 - The entire surface of the play area is dirt.

£.

Protection of the play area.
3 - The play area is not near the street, and if it
is it is fenced off from the street.

- 37 0 - The play area la near the street and not fenced
off from the traffic nearby.
Table VII shows the results of the rating of the five
phases of facilities for the schools included in this study.

Table VII
The Results of the Rating of Five Phases of Facilities
for the Various Schools

Phases

Hating
3

1

0

Indoor facilities

20

-

25

Outdoor play area

45

-

0

Size of area

11

11

23

Surface of area

21

18

6

Protection of area

32

-

13

It can be seen from Table VII that the rating of indoor
facilities in the County as a whole is poor.

Of the forty-

five schools surveyed only twenty have gymnasia, combined
gymnasia, or all-purpose rooms.

The remaining twenty-five

ah

schools must use classrooms for indoor physical education
>

during unfavorable weather.
All of the schools surveyed have play areas available
for physical education activities.

Of these areas, however,

- 38 only eleven meet the standard of a minimum of four to seven
acres of space.

Eleven have from one to three acres while

twenty-three have less than one acre of space for a play area
As can be seen from the fourth phase, surface of area,
twenty-one play areas are hard surfaced, at least In part,
ano as a result may be used after a heavy storm.

Eighteen

areas are surfaced with grass and dirt, and six have an en¬
tire dirt surface thereby rendering them useless during much
of the school year, particularly the wet spring months.
It can also be seen from Table VII that thirteen play
areas are near the street and are not fenced off.

This Is

not as serious as It might appear, however, since many of
these areas are near minor streets and are not exposed to
heavy traffic curing school hours.
-- The questions regarding health as It pertains
to physical education were divided Into five phases.

These

phases were:
A.

Requirement of a health examination for all pupils.

B.

Frequency of the examination.

C.

Administration of the examination.

£.

Items included in the examination.
Provision for physically handicapped pupils.

In the rating of these phases the following plan was
used for scoring:
A.

Requirement of a health examination for all pupils.
3 - A health examination is required of all pupils.

- 39 0 “ Health examinations are not required.

B.

Frequency of the examination.
3 - Health examinations are required of all pupils
at least once in eaoh school level.

(Once in

the elementary level and once In the Intermediate
level).
0 - uealth examinations ^re required less frequently

than once in each school level.
C.

Administration of the examination.
3 - The health examination is administered by the
school medical staff (physician and nurse) or
by the family physician.
0 - The health examination la administered by persons other than the above named,

s.

Items included In the examination.
J

3 - The health examination Includes at least the
following items:
1.

heart

2.

lungs

3.

hearing

4.

vision

5.

teeth

6.

nose and throat

7.

nutrition

8.

skin

9.

feet

10.

spinal deviation

- 40 -

11.

general posture

12.

height and weight

13*

hernia

0 - The above standars are only partially met.
Provision for physically handicapped pupils.
3 - Students who are physically unable to partici¬
pate in regular physical education activities
are given limited participation or are restrict¬
ed to special activities.
0 - Students who are physically unable to partici¬
pate in regular classes are merely excused from
all physical education activities.
Table VIII shows the results of the rating of the five
phases of health for the schools included in this study.

Table VIII
The Results of the Rating of Five Phases of Health
for the Various Schools

Phases

Rating
3

0

Requirement of exam

44

1

Frequency of exam

44

1

Administration of exam

44

1

Items included

39

6

Provision for handicapped

24

21

- 41 Table VIII shows an excellent rating of health as It
pertains to physical education In Hampshire County.

As can

be seen from Table VIII, all but one school requires a health
examination at least once in each school level.

Also, forty-

four of the forty-five schools require that the examination
be 8Clmlnietared by a trained physician.

The majority of

these schools give the health examination on a yearly basis
with one school requiring an examination four times during
the school year.
In only six schools does the content of the examination
fall below the established criterion.

The Items commonly

left out in these six schools are nutrition, hernia, lungs,
and spinal deviation.
Perhaps the weakest phase of the health status la re¬
vealed by the fact that twenty-one schools make no provision
for pupils who are physically unable to participate In the
regularly scheduled physical education classes.

Pupils In

these schools are merely excused from class and are given
no chance for limited participation or special activities
and thus lose all of the benefits to be derived from physical
education.
Taken as a whole the County shows a much higher rating
in health phases than In any of the other phases of the
physical education program.
Smsmsi — In summarizing the results shown in this
chapter, the author has attempted to lnterpert the results
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of the rating; of the four main categories by means of a per¬
centage basis.

The summary is shown here In regards to the

County as a whole.

In arriving at this percentage rating,

tne total point score earned in each category was divided by
the total point score possible for each category.
tage rating was thus obtained.

A percen¬

For example, in the category

concerning health there was a total possible score of fifteen
for each school.

s/ith forty-five schools surveyed, this

brought the total score possible in the County to six hundred
and seventy-five.

The actual score in the County was five

hundred and eighty-five making the percentage rating of eightyseven.
1 •

*

•

•

•

y

The percentage rating of each of the four categories is
shown in Table IX.

labje IX
Ratings in Percentage of the Four Major Categories
for the County as a Whole

Categories

Percentage Rating

Program of Activities

54*

Organization and Administration

49*

Facilities

62*

Health

87*

Overall Percentage Rating

61*

-

-

Table IX shows that the highest rating was obtained
in the health category and the lowest rating in the organ¬
ization and administration category.

The fact that health

was the best category Is a matter for encouragement for
there can be no doubt as to its importance.

It is obvious

that the two categories of program of program of activities
and organization and administration are the ones most in need
of attention.

It would appear to the author that with a

little planning and thought these two could be measurably
improved.

CHAPTER VI
A RATING OF THE TOWNS IN THIS STUDY

■CHAPTER VI
A RATING OP THE TOWNS IN THIS STUDY
In the previous chapter the results of this study were
given in regard to the various questionnaire categories con¬
cerned,

In this chapter the results are summarized on the

basis of the towns in the study.
,Mt $ho Towqs — To give a more equal comparison,
the scores for each town were interpreted on a percentage
basis similar to that done at the close of the previous chap¬
ter.

To Determine this percentage the total score actually

earned was divided by the total score possible for each town,
fror example, Town B, with three schools scored a total of one
hundred ^nd eighty points out of a possible total of two
hundred and seven.

The percentage score comes out eighty-

seven by dividing one hundred and eighty by two hundred and
seven.
The percentage rating of each town in the study is s own
in Table X on the following page with the towns arranged in
order of rating.
From Table X we see that the towns of Hampshire County
vary greatly in respect to physical education in the public
schools.

The rating goes from a high score of eighty-seven

percent down to a low score of only thirty-two percent. It
can also be seen that twelve towns representing eighteen
schools rated below fifty-two percent.

It would appear from

this that physical education needs considerable boosting in
these schools.
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SaMA
The Percentage listings of the Eighteen Towns Surveyed In
Order of Hank

B

3

87#

C

8

78

M

1

74

N

1

73

A

11

69

E

3

68

H

2

52

D

1

51

J

1

48

P

1

46

H

1

46

K

1

45

ti

2

44

L

1

43

F

3

38

O

3

3?

I

1

35

0

1

32

-
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Bi& Towns with the Highest Ratings — Towns B and C
topped all other towns In this study with a rating of eightyseven percent and seventy-eight percent respectively.

Upon

further examination it was found that these towns were among
one largest in the County,

Town B with a population of over

ten thousand and Town C with a population of nearly eight
thousand.
Town B had three elementary

schools,

one with an enroll¬

ment of one hundred and thirty and two with enrollments of
nearly three hundred and fifty.

All three buildings were

between fifty and sixty years old.
Town B scored a perfect twelve points in the category
concerning program of activities.
zation and administration,

In the category on organi¬

the town scored twenty points out

of a possible twenty-seven.

The loss of points here was

accounted for by the fact that physical education was offered
only one period per week,

and that the school took part in

inter-school competition which is not recommended at the elemen¬
tary age level.
Town B again scored a perfect fifteen points on the health
category but lost two points out of fifteen on the facilities
category.

This loss was clue to a lack of partial hard surfac¬

ing on the play area where activities could be carried on
despite mud and wet conditions on the remainder of the play
area.

48
On the whole, Town B scored one hundred anci eighty
points out of a total of two hundred and seven points for
the top rating of eighty-seven percent.
Town C, the second rated town, had eight elementary
schools with enrollments from seventy-five to three hundred.
The 'buildings were mostly old with four over fifty years old
and one eighty-five years old.
In the scoring,Town C had two perfect categories.

Both

the program of activities and the health categories scored
the maximum number of points.
In the organization and administration category, Town C
lost points due to the fact that physical education was
offered only one period per week, and because inter-school
competition was encouraged in six of the eight schools.
In the facilities category points were lost because no
indoor facilities were available other than classrooms, the
play areas did not come up to the recommended standards in
size, and hard surfacing was not available with the exception
of one school.
On the whole, Town G scored a total of four hundred and
twenty-four points out of a possible total of five hundred
and forty points for the second highest rating of seventyeight percent.
It is interesting to note that both Towns B and C had
supervisors of Elementary Physical Education working in the
schools.

It Is probable that these skilled people were, In

-
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part at least, responsible for the high ranking of the towns.
.4ile Towns with the Lowest Ratings — Towns I and 0 had
the lowest ratings of any towns in this survey.

There res¬

pective percentage ratings were thirty-five and thirty-two
percent.
On closer examination of the

questionnaires of these

towns, it was found that Town I had a population of two thous¬
and.

The elementary school, with an enrollment of one hun¬

dred and fifty, was in the same building with the high school.
Ine building itself was approximately forty years old.
Town I had no organized physical education program for
its elementary school.

Unaupervised recess periods were the

only opportunities for recreation for the children.

Because

of this, a rating of zero was given for the first category,
program of activities.
Three points were scored in the organization and admin¬
istration category due to the fact that interschool competi¬
tion was not encouraged, and six points were scored in the
facilities category because of the presence of a partially
hard surfaced play area.
Fifteen points were scored in the health category which
brought the total up to twenty-four points out of a possible
of sixty-nine points for a rating of thirty-five percent.
Town 0, the lowest ranking town in the County, had a
population of four hundred and ninety-seven and supported
one elementary school with an enrollment of eighty-two.

The

- 50 building, opened m 1949, was one of the newest in the County.
As was the case with Town I, Town 0 had no organised
physical education program.

As a result the scores for the

ilrst and second categories, program of activities and organization and administration, were zero.
^©n points were scored in the facilities category due to
the presence of a three acre, partially hard surfaced play
area,

wo facilities for indoor activities were provided, how-

ever.
Twelve points were scored by Town 0 in the health category,
-the losa of points here was due to the fact that the lungs,

feet, nutrition, hernia, and spinal deviation were not included
in the health examination.
All together, Town 0 scored twenty-two points out of a

^ossicle sixty-nine for the low percentage rating of thirtytwo percent.
^Comparison of Population and Hating — In a study of
tnis type where towns of various sizes are involved the extent
of provisions for educational services is usually found to
correlate quite highly with the number of the population.
Hampshire County, with its twenty towns (one is actually a
city), has a range in population from twenty-four thousand
nine hundred and seventy-seven to two hundred and twenty-four.
In comparing population with the provisions for physical
education, the author has found that there is a coefficient
of correlation of plus .40.

This indicates that there is

- 51 the tendancy for towns of large population to score higher
than towns of smaller population in this particular study
concerning physical education in Hampshire County.
It is interesting to note that the town with the largest
population ranked fifth in the County in regard to physical
education.

The towns with the second and third highest popu¬

lations ranked first and second In physical education.

The

town with the smallest population was tied for tenth in re¬
gard to physical education while the town with the lowest
rating in physical education ranked fifteenth in population.
There seems to be a tendancy at least for towns of larger
size to score higher in physical education than those of
smaller size.
The results of this correlation can be found in Table XI.
The correlation was computed by means of the Spearman rank
difference method.
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Table XI
The Correlation Between Population and Physical Education
Hating • Computed by the Spearman Rank^Difference Method

2-—y-—2

l~

»

Population

Rating

R

R

D

D

24,977

69

1

5

4

16

10,578

87

2

1

-1

1

7,601

78

3

2

-1

1

7,578

51

4

8

4

16

7,352

68

5

6

1

1

3,769

38

6

15

9

81

2,606

37

7

16

9

81

2,188

52

8

7

-1

1

1,828

35

9

17

8

1,242

48

10

9

-1

1,143

45

11

12

1

1,102

43

12

14

2

532

74

13

3

•10

413

73

14

4

•10

375

32

15

18

3

278

46

16

10.5

-5.5

226

44

17

13

-4

224

46

18

10.5

-7.5

18

41/-41

56.25
579.50

- 53 In order to find the correlation between the population
of the various towns In Hampshire County and the physical
ecucatlon ratings for these towns, the facts taken from Table
XI were substituted in the following formula:
rho

s 1 -

6

“nTip- 1>
The computation for the above formula is as follows:
-

-4
18

X 579.S
X 323

rho r .40
As stated before, this coefficient of correlation does
not necessarily mean that the town with the largest popula¬
tion will score highest in regards to physical education nor
does it mean that the town with the smallest population will
score lowest.

The coefficient of plus .40 merely shows a

tendency for large towns to score high In physical education
and amall towns to score low.

>
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CHAPTER Vlj
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This problem was concerned with an attempt to discover
the present status of physical education in the elementary
schools of Hampshire County and to evaluate the program.
4.his County is made up of a total of twenty towns with fiftyone elementary schools.

Of these totals, nineteen towns and

forty-five schools were included in this study.

By means of

the questionnaire form of investigation, the weaknesses as
¥©1X as the accomplishments of the physical education programs
offered in these various schools were determined.

Four major

categories of the physical education programs were studied,
which included the program of activities, organization and
administration, facilities, and health.
Conclusions — As a result of this study, the following
conclusions were reached:
—£-°l£yam 0f Activities — This Important part of the
total physical education program was driven a low
rating of only fifty-four percent due to the fact
that fourteen schools at the primary level and nine
schools at the intermediate level had no organized
program of physical education for their children.
In these schools the recess periods were the only
opportunities for physical activity, andwhile in
most cases the pupils were supervised during this
time, no attempt was made at organized activity or
instruction.

- 56 xhe schools that did. have an organized program,
however, offered one of high standard.

This is evi¬

denced by the fact that twenty-two schools at the
primary level and seventeen schools at the intermedi¬
ate level offered a program consisting of at least
five different major areas of activity chosen from
among the following:

rhythmical activities, relays,

athletic games of low organization, hunting games,
self-testing activities and tumbling stunts.
Organization and Administration — This major cate¬
gory was rated at forty-nine percent,
the four studied.

the lowest of

This low rating was due to several
■

factors.

✓

First, only eighteen schools made use of

a Course of Study although an excellent one was availa¬
ble from the State Education Department.

Of the

forty-five schools surveyed, only one met the stan¬
dard of daily physical education classes.

Thirty

schools held physical education classes once or twice
per week, but fourteen schools had no physical educai

tlon classes whatever.

Of the thirty schools having
V

organized classes, all satisfied the time standard
of at least twenty minutes, and all but one satisfied
the enrollment standard of forty-five or less.

Twenty-

eight schools had personnel specially trained in
physical education to handle their classes.

On the

- 57 question of inter-school athletics at the elementary
school level, it was shown that seventeen of the
forty-five schools approved competition while only
thirteen of the schools held play days which are the
recommended substitutes for inter—school competition.
As a general conclusion, it would appear that
the organization and aministration of the thirty-one
schools that c-o offer physical education programs Is
of high standard.

The weakness lies in fact that

fourteen schools have no program whatever,
facilities — This category ranked second with a
rating of sixty-two percent.

It was found that of

the forty-five schools, only twenty have gymnasia
or all-purpose rooms that can be used for indoor
activities.

All of the schools have outdoor play

areas, but of these, only eleven meet the recommended
standard of four to seven acres.

Twenty-three schools

were found to have play areas of less than one acre
in size.

Twenty-four of the play areas have no

hard surfacing, and as a result, they can not be used
for a time following rainy weather.

Of the play

areas that are near the street, thirteen are not
protected by fences.

Several of these are on minor

streets, however, the chances of traffic accidents
are still present.
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Thls category was the bright spot of the

survey as attested by the high rating of eightyseven percent.

Forty-four of the schools surveyed,

all but one, required that a health examination be
given at least once a year by certified medical per¬
sonnel.

Thirty-nine schools required that all of

the following items be included in the examination:
heart, lungs, hearing, vision, teeth, nose and throat,
nutrition, skin, feet, spinal deviation, general
posture, hernia, height and weight.

Five of six

remaining schools left out only three or four of
the above mentioned items.
The weakest phase of the health category was
in the provisions for the physically handicapped.
Twenty-one of the schools merely excused the handi¬
capped children from participation while twenty-four
of the schools made definite provisions for at least
limited or restricted physical education activity.
iL^orcmend.at1on 8 — After reviewing all of the questions
that were asked in this study, the writer would like to offer
some suggestions for the improvement of the physical education
programs in the elementary schools Included in this survey.
It is felt by the author that if these recommendations were
acted upon it would help to bring physical education in these
schools into line with the best current practices.
ommendations are as follows:

The rec¬

-
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Program of Apt iv it lea — A varied program of physical
education should be given to the children of elemen¬
tary school age.

In order to satisfy the objective

of development of the whole child, many different
types of activities should be introduced.
should not be placed wholly on games.
such as rhythms, tumbling,

Emphasis

Activities

self-testing events,

story

plays and relays should share the program equally
with games.

Above all, the program should not con¬

sist merely of exercise periods.

It Is In this age

level where strong emphasis should be placed upon
proper learning of fundamental skills and technics.
Only when this emphasis is present can physical educa¬
tion be considered truely a part of education.
B.

Organization and Administration — A Course of Study
should be available in all of the schools.

For those

who do not have one, a copy may be obtained by writ¬
ing to the State Education Department.

This Course

of Study would be particularly helpful to those
schools that do not have the advantage of trained
physical education personnel.
Physical education should be given on the basis
of a daily period.

Where scheduling and time make

this impractical, the recess oat* noon-time periods
could be used.

Because elementary school children

generally have short interest span periods, care
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should b@ taken to keep these periods between twenty
and thirty minutes in length.

Also,

for instruc¬

tional purposes, classes should not exceed fortyfive in enrollment.
Trained physical education personnel should be
in charge of all classes.

It is not necessary for

these people to actually teach every class, but they
should be available to supervise the classroom teach¬
ers and to advise them on matters such as content,
rules, methods and procedures.

In some of the small¬

er towns this might be possible through the use of
a roving physical education supervisor such as is
done in the case of music supervisors.
Inter-school competition at this early age
should not be approved because of physical and emo¬
tional pressures.

As an opportunity to play with

others, beyond the confines of their own schools,
play or sports day programs should be planned with
emphasis on constructive social, emotional, and
health outcomes.

Teams may be formed of partici¬

pants coming from several schools, thus making play¬
ing together the important thing.
C*

Facilities — Provision of proper facilities in
these crowded times is one of the most perplexing
problems faced by educators today.

Little can be

done in some schools, however, the following reo-

- 6l Gmmefixations are offered for what they are worth.
Sorae indoor space should be made available
for physical education classes.

If a gymnasium is

not present then a vacant classroom, a storeroom or
even part of a basement should be cleared and made
usable.

The possibility of out-door play should

never be over looked even in winter.

Children play

out-of-doors after school, and they can Just as
veil go out during schools hours, for part of the
time at least.
Play areas should be, in part, hard surfaced to
permit outside activities after heavy storms.

Many

times children must stay Inside on sunny days be¬
cause the playground is muddy or the grass is soggy
due to previous storms.

Play areas that are near

streets should be fenced in whenever there is the
slightest possibility of traffic accidents.
— Because of the high rating of health as
it pertains to physical education In this study
there are only two recommendations to be made on
this phase of the program.

First, care should be

ta^en to make the examination as complete as possi¬
ble.

The Items commonly left out, nutrition,

hernia, lungs and spinal deviation should be includ¬
ed in every examination.

The physical education

teacher who does not know that a certain child has
a hernia, for example, can do great harm to that

child by encouraging him to take part In vigorous
activity.
Second, all physically handicapped children
should be offered every aid to better health and
should be encouraged to participate in the physical
education program to the limit of their capabilities,
ihay should not be merely excuse and allowed to sit
in an empty classroom while their mates are outside,
ihe nature of the handicap should be known and play
governed by this.

Limited participation should be

encouraged in the less strenuous activities, and
those who are incapable of this should be brought
into the activity as scorers, timers, Judges or
some other non-active capacity.

APPENDIX

A COPY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO THE ELEMENTARY
SCH00L3 OF HAMPSHIRE COUNTY
City or Town_
School
Number of pupils
Principal
I

Population^_
Grades Included__
Date building was built

Program of Activities
^ffse indioa^e t;he approximate emphasis placed on the
following activities by writing in the percentage of use
^3®
Program.
(For example, 2^ Rhythmical act¬
ivities, 20£ Mlmetlcs and Story Plays .it
Primary level (Grades 1-3)
_Rhythmical activities
..Mlmetlcs and Story plays
_Hunting games
_Relays

Intermediate level (Grades 4-6)
_Rhythmical activities
_Athletic games of low
organization (Dodge ball,
kick ball, etc.)
_Hunting games

.Stunts and self-testing
activities
Athletic games of low
organization (Dodge ball,
kick ball, etc.)
Others:_
Mlmetlcs and free exercise
Relays
Tumbling stunts and selftesting activities
Other:_

II Organization and Administration
1. Is there a Course of Study or a planned detailed program
in physical education available in the school? _Yes _No.
2. How many times does each pupil take physical education per
week in each grade? Periods per week: _Grade 1 _Grade Z
_Grade 3 _Grade 4 _Grade 5 _Grade 6.

3. How long is each physical education period for each grade?
Time in minutes: _Grad© 1 _Grade 2 _Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6.
What is the average size of your physical education classes?
_1-25
. 25-35 _ 35-45
over 45.
'•v-iVb

5. Who teaches physical education in your school?
— Physical education teacher
Classroom teacher and
_^Physical education supervisor
physical education
_regular classroom teacher
teacher or supervisor
_Other:

*• 65 —

6‘ Jeacherl0dLf«^V°n *Vau«ht b? the regular classroom
(A college chvs?r«"°r heK^&Ve any sPeolal qualifications?
ooursea,”eto.r

Yes U°

No0 Hin°r’

apeclal amumr

7. Does your school take part In lnter-sohool competition?
-xes -Jo.
If ye3, in what activities?
_
8.

'oes your school take part in play days with other schools?
-168 -No.
If yes, how often?__

III Facilities
1#

£fcllltle8 <*oes your school have for physical
-Gymnasium
Corridors
-^P^ium-Auditorlum
^Classrooms
—-■■■
r',Jm or all-purpose room
.Others:

2. Does your school have an outdoor play area?

_

3. What is the approximate area of the play area?
-Up to 1 acre _1-3 acres _4-? acres

Grl'a

No.

over 7 acres

°f 9Urface does your Play area have?
-Combination hard surface

-.Hard surface (Concrete, asphalt)
5. Is your play area near the street?
is it fenced off from the street?
IV

Yea

***
Other;
—.I"69
Yes

or £rass*

_.No,
No.

If yes,

Health

• ^8 a health examination required of all pupils?

Yes

2. If yes, how often is the examination required?
-(1st
3Ch°°Vevel
(1st and 4th Grades)
_Every two years
_Every year
3. Who give8
_Family
_.School
— School

the health examination?
physician
physician
nurse

_Twice a year
Others*
*-

Classroom teacher
Others;

66

-

What is Included in the health examination?
Heart
_Lungs
_Vision
_Hearing
_Teeth
Nose and throat
_Nutrition
_Skin
Feet
—.Spinal deviation
— General posture
_Height and weight
_Hernia
_Others:
5.

tfhat is done with those pupils who are physically unable
to participate in the regularly scheduled classes?
-*
_Special classes
-Limited participation
_Others:
would you like a summary of this survey?

Yes

_No.
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